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X.DAYS 2015

the X.DAYS is the premium ICt/digital conference in Switzerland. We focus on cru-
cial trends that shape business today and tomorrow. the X.DAYS is held annually 
in March and takes place in Interlaken, the heart of the Bernese Oberland on the 
shore of lake thun. 

the X.DAYS is about the people and technologies that turn your business into a 
fast, scalable and resilient competitor. From eHealth, BigData and Sharing econ-
omy to mobile future, the X.DAYS is where the future of ICt and digital business 
takes shape.

NZZ CONFERENCES & SERVICES

Neue Zürcher Zeitung NZZ is thrilled to present a variety of high-profile events every 
year in an effort to offer our readers new and exciting ways of engaging with our 
newspaper and online content. Delegates will immerse in a creative and innovative 
atmosphere of collaborative discovery and knowledge sharing, all brought to you 
by nZZ, the leading Swiss newspaper for those at the cutting edge of ideas, tech-
nology, business, economy and finance.

WHAT WILL OUR FUTURE LOOK LIKE? 
WHAT TRENDS ARE ALREADY BEING 
SHAPED? WHAT CHALLENGES WILL 
WE HAVE TO FACE?

OVERVIEW

Date: March 25th – 26th 2015 

time:  Wednesday: 12.00 pm – 11.30 pm  
 thursday: 08.30 am – 04.00 pm

theme: Ready for the next revolution?

Participants: 600 CxO and high-level participants

Speakers: approx. 18 speakers from all over the world

language: english / German

Registration: registration.nzz-xdays.com | telephone: +41 33 334 23 23

Venue: Victoria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa 
 CH-3800 Interlaken/Switzerland

READY FOR THE NEXT REVOLUTION?

The flagship conference on ICT and digital business will bring together decision- 
makers from the ICt and digital industry, as well as selected members of parlia-
ment, business leaders and executive representatives from government agencies 
and science. 600 participants will get together for this two-day conference in the 
Bernese Oberland to attend manifold workshop sessions and keynote lectures. 
the discussions will focus on key matters of global trends in the areas of ICt and 
digital business, solve burning issues and discover upcoming opportunities. Are 
you ready for the next revolution?

 Digital strategies for SMes
 latest trends in technology and ICt
 Best practice and latest information

Some of the world’s smartest minds will be coming to Interlaken to share their 
visions of technology and its impact on business and society.

INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY
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IF YOU CANNOT 
SEE THE PRICE 
TAG, YOU ARE  
PROBABLY  
THE PRODUCT.

X.DAYS @ A GLANCE

What will our future look like? What are the big trends and challenges in ICt and 
digital business? What challenges will we have to face? Join us for a compelling 
two-day premium event, engaging with peers, global minds and industry leaders 
and learning how to seize digital opportunities, as well as taking them from theory 
to practice.

the X.DAYS is a unique gathering of top global thinkers 
and 600 leaders from ICt/digital industry in Switzerland. 
We bring together the most powerful minds in ICt, tech-
nology, science and digital business, CIOs, CxOs and 
senior ICt/digital executives. 

the X.DAYS is the premium ICt/digital conference in 
Switzerland. We focus on crucial trends that shape busi-
ness today and tomorrow. the X.DAYS is held annually 
in March and takes place in Interlaken, the heart of the 
Bernese Oberland on the shore of lake thun.

the X.DAYS is about the people and technologies that 
turn your business into a fast, scalable and resilient 
competitor. From eHealth, BigData and Sharing economy 
to mobile future, the X.DAYS is where the future of ICt 
and Digital business takes shape.

Plenary sessions and corresponding work sessions  
focus on the transformative and disruptive power of ICt 
and digital business. You will learn how to create growth 
and jobs today and tomorrow.
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At the X.DAYS, senior executives and CxOs will 
learn how to implement, build and optimize digital 
opportunities, take digital business from theory to 
practice and develop their own leadership skills to 
become indispensable within the new digital busi-
ness world. 

Join 600 top professionals and decision makers in 
discussing the latest technology trends, learn about 
best business practices, discover the hottest start-
ups and network with leading industry influencers. 

TOpICS @ X.DAYS 2015

Digital business is blurring the lines between today’s digital and physical worlds, 
disrupting all industries and redefining its role, as well as that of ICT. In this new 
era, people, businesses and things are connecting, interacting and even negoti-
ating with one another directly. CIOs, business leaders and technology providers 
who understand and make use of digital technologies will play leading roles in 
supporting their organizations or government agencies to be successful in this 
new environment.
 
As the demand for more diverse and comprehensive content covering the entire 
ICt and digital sector continues to grow, X.DAYS will be right at the center of it all! 
The event will address 7 key themes dealing with relevant issues and reflecting the 
current industry buzz. there is no better way to invest your time!

At X.DAYS, we will adress a wide range of industry-relevant topics. Meet with 
many global experts in a great atmosphere is a unique opportunity to learn, 
network and share information with your peers and industry professionals.

After studying History at Brown University, Melinda 
Crane graduated from Harvard law School and brief-
ly worked for law firms in New York and Washington, 
before obtaining an additional degree at the Fletcher 
School of law and Diplomacy. later, she worked as 
a scientific researcher at the University of Frankfurt, 
before moving on to become a journalist. Crane 
has been living in Germany for more than 20 years 
and works for several television channels. She is a 
frequent guest on German broadcasts and writes 
for German and American newspapers and maga-
zines. As a renowned speaker, she regularly holds 
keynotes on politics, economics, society, new media 
and intercultural communications. 

Melinda Crane
Journalist & Host

HOST/MODERATION
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EMpOWERING BUSINESSES TO ACHIEVE

today’s global economy is shifting dramatically as millions of people and things 
are more connected – and mobile – than ever. this creates opportunities for or-
ganizations to intelligently deliver the technologies and applications they need 
and people love. 

Business applications are moving to the cloud. It’s not just a fad – the shift from 
traditional software models to the Internet has steadily gained momentum over 
the last 10 years. looking ahead, the next decade of cloud computing promises 
new ways to collaborate everywhere, through mobile devices. Some of the world’s 
largest companies moved their applications to the cloud.

kirill tatarinov is the executive Vice President for Microsoft 
Business Solutions and a member of the Microsoft’s 

Senior leadership team. He leads the efforts to help 
organizations of all sizes to revolutionize product- 
ivity through the use of technology. Before joining 
Microsoft in 2002, tatarinov was Senior Vice Presi-
dent and Chief Technology Officer for BMC Software 

Inc. Before that, tatarinov was co-founder, Chief Ar-
chitect, and Head of Research and Development for 

Patrol Software. tatarinov grew up in Moscow, Russia, and 
earned a master’s diploma in systems engineering from Moscow University  
of transport engineering and a master’s in business administration from  
Houston Baptist University.

Kirill Tatarinov
Executive Vice President, Microsoft Business Solutions

the Cloud Computing market is expected to reach $241 bil-
lion by 2020. Cloud computing is up to 40 times more cost- 
effective for an SMB, compared to the alternative of running 
its own It system.

∑
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INTERNET OF THINGS

David Rose is a global expert on the Internet of things – 
the concept where everyday items become “enchanted 

objects” capable of anticipating our needs, talking 
with each other and making life simpler. Rose is an 
instructor and researcher at the MIt Media lab and 
the author of the preeminent book on the Internet 
of things, “enchanted Objects”. 

Rose is CeO of Ditto labs and was founder and CeO 
of Vitality. He also founded Ambient Devices, a company 

embedding internet information in objects such as lamps, 
mirrors or umbrellas. He holds patents for photo sharing, interactive tV, ambient 
information displays and medical devices. Rose’s work has been featured at the 
MoMA and covered in Wired, the economist and the Colbert Report.

David Rose
Serial Entrepreneur | MIt Media Lab Researcher | Bestselling Author

26 % of It opportunities associated with the Internet of things 
will be driven by the need to improve customer experience and 
21 % by the need for more innovation. Only 0.06 % of “things” 
that could be connected to the Internet currently are.

THE NEXT BIG REVOLUTION

Welcome to the New Industrial Revolution – a wave of technologies and ideas 
that are creating a computer-driven manufacturing environment that bears little 
resemblance to the gritty and grimy shop floors of the past. The revolution is 
bound to shatter long-standing business models, overthrow global trade pat-
terns and revive the global industry.
Big companies will face a wave of new tools that help to build smarter, leaner  
factories and explore innovative new products, materials and techniques that 
were not previously possible. thanks to plummeting prices, small companies have 
access to better and cheaper manufacturing equipment and design tools, giving 
even one-person startups the chance to create market-shaking innovations. Huge, 
industry-changing advances will be created in innovators’ garages.

Chris Anderson is CeO of 3D Robotics, a leading un-
manned aerial vehicle (UAV) company, with offices and 

factories in Berkeley, San Diego and tijuana, Mexi-
co. He also founded DIYDrones, an aerial robotics 
community with more than 40,000 members. As  
editor-in-chief of Wired, Chris led the magazine to 
two dozen national Magazine Award nominations. 

Chris stepped down from his role at the magazine 
after an incredibly successful 12-year run to become 

CeO of 3D Robotics. For seven years, he worked in various 
positions at the economist and also served as an editor of the two premier 
science journals, Science and nature.

Chris Anderson
Global technology Expert | Serial Entrepreneur | CEO 3D Robotics

the 3D printing market is expected to grow by 23 % annually 
until 2020, reaching $8.4 billion. In Belgium, biomedical spe-
cialists have implanted a 3D-printed titanium jawbone into an 
83-year-old woman. NASA has made 3D printed pizza to feed 
astronauts in outer space.

Instead of staring at our iPhone screens, we will soon be surrounded by simple 
and user-friendly objects that respond to our needs, get to know us and learn to 
think on our behalf. It’s time to revolutionize the way your company thinks about 
technology, design and making money.

the Internet of things is the hottest topic of the moment, in a shift predicted to 
be as momentous as the impact of the Internet itself. the Internet has allowed 
us to share ideas and data largely created by humans. If you own a business, if 
your company makes a product, if you are involved in manufacturing, supply chain 
management, environmental monitoring, transport, retail, healthcare, urban plan-
ning, architecture or design – literally any industry – your sector will be affected.

∑ ∑
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COLLABORATIVE ECONOMY

Social technologies have radically disrupted communications, marketing and 
customer care. With these same technologies, customers now buy products 
once and share them with each other. Beyond business functions, the collabo-
rative economy impacts core business models dramatically. 

Companies risk becoming disintermediated by customers who connect with each 
other. the collaborative economy value chain illustrates how companies can re-
think their business models by becoming a company-as-a-service, motivating a mar-
ketplace, or providing a platform. the forward-looking company employs one model, 
whereas the most advanced companies employ all three, with the corporation at 
the center.

As founder of the Crowd Company, Jeremiah Owyang  
focuses on how large companies tap the collaborative 

economy. the collaborative economy is an economic 
model where people create and share goods,  
services, space and money with each other. Owyang 
was previously a founding partner at Altimeter 
Group and an industry analyst at Forrester  

Research, dealing with social computing – the first 
phase of digital making and sharing. 

Owyang has been featured in the “Who’s Who” of the Silicon 
Valley Business Journal and his twitter feed was named one of 
the top feeds by time magazine. 

Jeremiah Owyang
Founder Crowd Company | Global Expert on Sharing Economy

there are 1 billion cars in the world, 740 million of which are 
occupied by only 1 person. Every car-sharing vehicle reduces 
car ownership by 9–13 vehicles, marking a revenue loss of at 
least $270,000 for an average auto manufacturer. 

INTERNET SECURITY

Enemy at the gates: What executives need to know about the keys to the orga-
nization’s front door. Organizations are being pressured to do whatever is requi-
red to not only detect but, more importantly, prevent threats before they affect 
critical business processes or sensitive data.

Unauthorized access to sensitive data and intellectual property presents a con-
stant, pervasive threat to the brand equity, competitive posture and reputation 
of any enterprise. As a result, corporate leadership – including senior business 
executives, It stakeholders and board members – is rightly concerned about the 
potential impact that an incident can have on the organization, its business rela-
tionships and customers.

the Chaos Computer Club e.V. (CCC) is europe’s largest 
association of hackers. For more than thirty years, the 

CCC has been providing valuable information on 
technical and societal issues such as surveillance, 
privacy, freedom of information, hacktivism, data  
security and many other interesting matters dealing 

with the topics of technology and hacking. Constanze 
kurz is a computer scientist currently working as  

scientific project leader at the Berlin University of Applied 
Sciences within the research center for “Culture and Infor-

matics”. She is responsible for the “Aus dem Maschinenraum” (From the 
Computer Room) column in the Die Frankfurter Allgemeine, a Frankfurt-based 
newspaper. kurz is spokesperson for the Chaos Computer Club.

Constanze Kurz
Chaos Computer Club (CCC), Computer scientist

hackers have gained access to over 100 million records,  
including 12 million unencrypted credit card numbers on 
the servers of a global electronics and media company. the  
breach also included customer purchase histories, billing 
addresses and password questions.

∑ ∑
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THE NEXT BIG THING

Wearable tech, 3D printing, space travel, low-energy transmissions or mobile 
payments. Nope. No one is begging for this stuff. however, this doesn’t mean 
that these are not important or potentially lucrative innovations. 

these all are cool and innovative things that we read about every day, including that 
they will soon change our lives. Startups across the world are receiving millions to 
finance these and other similar innovations. But these investments are still a big 
gamble. Who knows what the next big thing will be? the real answers will probably 
come from giants like Microsoft, Apple or Google, who have the ability to reach the 
mass market of millions of businesses. Still, the technology will have to come from 
someone. And that someone may already be out there.

loïc le Meur is a serial entrepreneur based in San Fran-
cisco. loïc co-founded the #1 european tech event, 

leWeb. each year, leWeb gathers 3,500 entrepre-
neurs, brands, geeks, investors and press from 76 
countries to get together in Paris. loïc was named 
one of “europe’s tech25” by the Wall Street Journal, 
as well as one of the “25 most influential  

people” on the web by Business Week. He has been  
featured in the economist as one of “europe’s  

Blooming entrepreneurs” and is a “Young Global leader” in 
the World economic Forum, where he helps to select the next  
tech pioneers.

Loïc Le Meur
Serial Entrepreneur & tech Guru | Founder of LeWeb

By the end of 2014, the number of Internet users globally will 
have reached almost 3 billion. two thirds of the world’s Internet 
users are from the developing world. Globally, 4 billion people 
are not yet using the Internet, more than 90 % of whom are 
from the developing world.

BIG DATA 

how can we spot a disease 24 hours before the symptoms appear? how can we 
predict which manholes in New York City may explode next year? Can we really 
identify criminals before they commit a crime? Data is turning into the oil of the 
information age. 

It took a decade and billions of dollars to decode the first human genome ten years 
ago. today, that same amount of DnA is sequenced in a day. the implications are 
as huge as the datasets themselves. As we collect and crunch more data, the 
good news is that we can do extraordinary things. What does it mean if big data 
denies us a bank loan or considers us unfit for a surgical operation? How do you 
regulate an algorithm?

kenneth Cukier is data editor at “the economist” and 
co-author of “Big Data”, the first systematic treatment 
of this emerging science, which kenn argues is a 
revolution on par with the Internet or perhaps even 
the printing press. kenn explores the amazing new 
possibilities that big data offers in business, health, 
politics, education, innovation and many more  

areas. His writings have appeared in the new York 
times, the Washington Post, Prospect, the Financial 

times and Foreign Affairs, amongst others. He has been a 
frequent commentator on business and technology matters for CBS, 
Cnn, nPR, the BBC and others.

Kenneth Cukier
Data Editor “the Economist” | Global Big Data Expert

By 2015, 4.4 million It jobs supporting big data will have been 
created globally and 1.9 million in the United States alone. By 
2020, one third of all data will be stored, or will have passed 
through the cloud, and we will have created 35 Zetabytes 
worth of data.

∑ ∑
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LESSONS LEARNED IN BUSINESS

During the last decade the evolution of information and communication techno-
logies has significantly altered the landscape of businesses worldwide. 

The success of new players in various fields continues to have a massive impact 
on traditional players in the business. Fighting disruption or defending the status 
quo does not help in this environment. 
Ultimately, success is what we all are striving for. But, being a successful manager 
or entrepreneur – how might this be possible in an environment characterised by 
high complexity, fast changes and rising interdependence? How many business 
failures could have been avoided? Are there common mistakes repeated over and 
over again? Finally, how can we get back on our feet again after major failures? 

Morten lund is a serial entrepreneur based in Copen- 
hagen, Denmark. He has founded or co-invested in 

more than 150 high-tech startups throughout the last 
 15 years, including Skype, ZYB, Polar, Bullguard, 
tradeshift, AirHelp and many others. He is one of 
the most prolific startup investors in Europe and 
has been to bankruptcy and back in the pursuit  

of world-changing free enterprise. now working on  
the financial technology platform Tradeshift, amongst  

other ventures, Morten is still striving for success; he is  
just becoming a little more cautious about which dreams he  
makes a reality.

Morten Lund
Rulebreaker | Angle Investor | Serial Entrepreneur

“Failing I think is natural. I failed when I went into a busi-
ness… that’s the nature of being an entrepreneur”. “I think 
what kept me up was that I am ever-curious. I mean my 
curiosity did not stop; I actually had to focus on identifying 
something new to do”.

TECHNOLOGY MATTERS

take a ride behind the scenes of some of the world’s most advanced, sneaky 
and powerful brands. Lindstrøm paints a fascinating yet frightening picture of 
how data mining, privacy and tracking will evolve over the next 2 years to a level 
that is difficult to imagine today. 

even before 6 percent of the next generation are born, they already possess a dig-
ital foot print. the average iPhone user is tracked 129,000 times a year. You will 
explore how new techniques enable companies to customize websites according to 
your profile – based upon your past surfing patterns – before you even enter them 
and discover how in the future companies will obtain data and use it to an extent 
that makes George Orwell’s 1984 seem like a tame fairytale.

Martin lindstrøm is an international branding, market-
ing and advertising star, named by time magazine as 
one of the 100 most influential people in the world, 
alongside Barack Obama and Angela Merkel. Glob-
al COO of British telecom/looksmart at 30 years 
old, his job was to establish a global operation with  
offices across 18 countries. Lindstrøm is a New 

York times and Wall Street Journal bestselling author 
and has written extensively for the Wall Street Journal,  

Financial times and newsweek. He is recognized as one 
of the world’s primary branding gurus, constantly reinventing and  
breaking the rules of branding.

Martin Lindstrøm
Global Brand Futurist | Bestselling Author | 100 most influential people

Done is better than perfect. It is not about coming up with 
ideas; it is about believing in them and having an attitude that 
compels you to take the idea to reality before it is too late.∑ ∑
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BY 2015,  
THE INTERNET  
WILL CONNECT  
ALmOST 3 BILLION  
PEOPLE, AND 
mORE THAN 15 
BILLION DEVICES.

Manuel Grenacher 
Founder & CeO, Mila.com

Mila is a trusted marketplace for local services. this 
app will simplify your life, helping you to get things done, 
whenever and wherever you need it. Simply browse the 
community to check out local service offers.

Samira Negm, Cairo
CO-Founder of Raye7, www.raye7.com

Samira is a software engineer in training. Her venture 
Raye7 is a culturally-sensitive carpooling app created to 
help solve Cairo’s congestion problem and provide safe 
car-sharing opportunities for women.

Dr. Dorian Selz
Co-Founder & CeO, www.squirro.com

the leader in context intelligence is combining struc-
tured and unstructured data to provide the “Why” behind 
the data.

You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, 
build a new model that makes the old model obsolete. 

X.VISIONS

Success in business is based on maximizing revenue. We are building aspirations for 
a new breed of organizations and companies that define themselves as for-benefit 
rather than only for-profit, utilizing business to not only make money but also to make 
the world a better place.
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AGENDA DAY 1

MARCh 25th 2015

11.30 am Welcome / X.lUnCH / networking

01.30 pm Welcome X.DAYS 2015

01.45 pm Chris Anderson

02.30 pm Constanze Kurz

03.00 pm Dorian Selz (X.VISIOn)

03.15 pm X.BReAk / networking

04.00 pm Samira Negm (X.VISIOn)

04.15 pm Martin tiani

05.00 pm Martin Lindstrøm

07.15 pm

AGENDA DAY 2

NIGHT

MARCh 26th 2015

07.45 am networking coffee

08.30 am Jeremiah Owyang

09.10 am kirill tatarinov 

09.50 am Manuel Grenacher (X.VISIOn)

10.05 am networking break / Coffee

11.00 am knowledge-Sessions (parallel program)

Microsoft Canon eMC Swiss Post Swisscom

11.45 am X.lUnCHeOn / networking

01.30 pm David Rose

02.00 pm Morten Lund

02.30 pm kenneth Cukier

03.00 pm loïc Le Meur

03.40 pm take Aways

Join us for a compelling two day premium event in the field of ICT, Digital  
and Game-Changing Technologies in the heart of the Swiss Alps in Interlaken.

X.DAYS reserves the right to modify this agenda. 
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X.NIGHT offers a unique networking opportunity for you to get in contact with 
speakers, experts and CxOs as well as to share information and discuss with 
peers and industry professionals.

Join us for a wonderful mosaic of tajines and tastes of the orient, full of exotic 
scents and spices ... a sizzling night not to be missed. 
 
this unique networking event will take place in the Hotel Victoria-Jungfrau Grand 
Hotel & Spa on Wednesday March 25th, from 07.00 to 12.00 pm. this will be the 
perfect opportunity to join your fellow digital marketing peers, industry thought 
leaders and X.DAYS partners. We believe that no successful conference is com-
plete without unique and diverse networking opportunities.
 
So join us for the spectacular X.nIGHt 2015 on March 25th in Interlaken – a night 
full of pure networking and magic!

VENUE X.NIGHT 2015

Interlaken is located in the Bernese Oberland between lake thun and lake Brienz. 
the vacation destination, which is surrounded by the three mighty mountains, eiger, 
Mönch and Jungfrau, is the ideal base from where to make numerous excursions.
 
By the beginning of the 19th century, Interlaken had already become renowned for 
its impressive mountain scenery. Famous contemporaries such as Johann Wolf-
gang von Goethe and Felix Mendelssohn traveled these mountains. Interlaken’s 
success as a tourist destination was further enhanced by the completion of the 
Bernese Oberland Railway in 1890 and the Jungfrau Railway in 1912.

the Victoria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa is located in the heart of Interlaken and 
its picturesque mountain setting of the Bernese Oberland. experience this 5-star 
hotel and spa, one of the most beautiful hotels steeped in Swiss tradition.

The event will take place in one of the world’s most prestigious hotels, Victo-
ria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa in Interlaken, Switzerland, one of Switzerland’s 
finest places for gatherings of this kind.

ULTImATE GATHERING OF 600 TECH-
NOLOGY LEADERS IN THE SWISS 
ALPS IN INTERLAKEN.

ULTImATE GATHERING OF 600 TECH-
NOLOGY LEADERS IN THE SWISS 
ALPS IN INTERLAKEN.
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KNOWLEDGE SESSIONS

In order to thrive in global competition today, several important success-factors 
must be attuned to one another. At the different knowledge sessions, we will show 
how to recognize the needs of the market on time and how to transfer clever, 
innovative ideas and technologies into profitable products and services. Several 
high-level topics and dialogues provide a interesting blend of an expert panel and 
audience interaction on specific topics identified as being relevant and crucial. The 
participants are encouraged to drive the session discussion. these sessions are 
organized and designed by our key Partners.

“If everything seems under control, you’re just not going fast enough.” this quote 
from former F1 driver Mario Andretti neatly sums up the position that companies 
and their executives find themselves in now the world has gone digital. While no  
industry will escape from the disruptive powers of technology, technology also 
reaches out to help conquer disruption and reinvent yourself. true leaders steer a 
clear course that combines speed and agility with control and security. technology 
will enable enterprises to become networked organizations, and internal start-ups 
will drive corporations forward. Both start-ups and large organizations need to have 
a keen eye on innovations that can secure longevity. this session is hosted by eMC.

START-UpS ARE THE INCUMBENTS OF TOMORROW

the healthcare sector has only just begun to join the revolution that is trans- 
forming the ways we deal with entertainment, work and everyday communication. 
The digitization of information flows in the healthcare market bears tremendous 
potential. Treatment quality can be increased, efficiency improved and costs sign- 
ificantly reduced. Counseling gains importance as patients become more informed. 
the challenges that lie ahead of this health revolution are no longer purely of tech-
nical nature but increasingly a question of trust. Security, privacy and reliability 
are the crucial concerns that need to be addressed, before e-health can deliver a 
widespread benefit to all of us. This session is hosted by Swiss Post. 

DIGITAL REVOLUTION OF THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR

Learn first hand from experts from all over the world and get exclusive the 
latest information from research and technology. 
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION – DON’T MISS IT!

the question is not whether but when! traditional business processes are now out-
dated. the supply chain is being dynamised. It stands for innovation and process 
integration. Business processes in areas such as marketing, finance and production 
are being digitized and automated. Customer and staff communication is using new 
channels while still adhering to brand values. Images and video increase product- 
ivity and influence identification with the company. Engage in dialogue with company 
representatives and experts on the subject of the risks and opportunities offered by 
digital transformation. this session is hosted by Canon.

Hilti is a leading-edge technology provider that enhances customers’ relationships and 
increases sales by its connected and information-enabled appearances. the company 
moves from technology deployment to a vision of strong user focus and value creation. 
“Work smarter” is the solid core of Hilti’s workplace strategy. By the means of social 
collaboration tools by Microsoft, Hilti is able to streamline know how on a global scale 
and increase its productivity and efficiency by a touch enabled device strategy allowing 
for highest customer satisfaction and more sales at the POS. this session is hosted 
by Microsoft.

the Internet of things (Iot) embraces networked sensor-instrumented objects, 
places, things, products and users. Which new meanings and experiences can 
yield this sharing of information between things? Which enabling technology and 
infrastructure is needed in order to turn this vision into reality? What new business 
models can be developed? What is already possible today? What are the scenarios 
for the future? In this session, we will explore how various technologies can be 
applied across multiple verticals and how convergence is fueling Iot’s endless 
potential and opportunities. this session is hosted by Swisscom.

WORK SMARTER! VALUE CREATION WITH THE HILTI IT WORKpLACE 

INTERNET OF THINGS: HYpE OR REAL OppORTUNITY?
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PROSPERITY
IS DEFINED BY
SOLUTIONS TO 
HUmAN  
PROBLEmS. 

Join 600 professionals and senior executives in discussing the latest technology 
trends, learn about best business practices, discover the hottest startups and net-
work with leading industry influencers. From inspiration to action, if you are looking 
to grow your company and immerse in the culture of innovation, technology and the 
digital world, the X.DAYS is the place to be. 

Profile
– Chief Information Officers (CIO)
– Senior executives of all roles and from all industries
–  Chief Digital Officers, Chief Financial Officers, Chief Technology Officers,  

Chief Innovation Officers and Chief Marketing Officers
 
Qualification Criteria
CxOs or equivalent level and senior executives who want to know more about 
game-changing trends. 
 
Benefits of attending
–  Gain valuable in-depth knowledge at different keynote lectures and workshops
–  listen to the best minds in ICt and digital business presenting the trends and 

challenges of this markets 
–  learn from real-life case studies providing you with practical tools, tips and tactics
–  Benefit from excellent networking opportunities before, during and after the event
–  Make new connections and colleagues 

BENEFITS OF ATTENDING
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FOR WORLD
CHANGING
IDEAS THAT
SCALE.

JOIN US FOR A COmPELLING TWO-
DAY PREmIUm CONFERENCE IN THE 
FIELD ON ICT & DIGITAL BUSINESS.

Participation Fee
Conference ticket: CHF 960.00 (including VAt), valid on 25th – 26th March 2015. 
the price includes the entire two-day conference, lunch & break-time catering and 
admission to the networking event X.nIGHt on the evening of Wednesday, 25th 
March 2015. Accommodation is not included in the conference ticket.
 
Registration
Due to a limited number of participants at the X.DAYS 2015, register on our website 
http://registration.nzz-xdays.com and do not miss the opportunity to attend. 

hotel
Hotel room reservation can be made during the online registration process for the 
conference. All available hotel rooms are in 3 to 5 star accommodation located in 
Interlaken.
 
Car
Follow the A8 until arriving at the motorway exit “Interlaken Ost”. then please follow 
the signs to your hotel or the Victoria-Jungfrau Grand Hotel & Spa.
 
train
take the train to “Interlaken West” or “Interlaken east”.

INFORMATION
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